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Abstract: 
Quantifying visually annoying blocking artifacts is essential for image and video quality assessment. This paper 
presents a no-reference technique that uses the multi neural channels aspect of human visual system (HVS) to 
quantify visual impairment by altering the outputs of these sensory channels independently using statistical 
“standard score” formula in the Fourier domain. It also uses the bit patterns of the least significant bits 
(LSB) to extract blocking artifacts. Simulation results show that the blocking artifact extracted using this 
approach follows subjective visual interpretation of blocking artifacts. This paper also presents a visually 
significant blocking artifact metric (VSBAM) along with some experimental results. 
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Article: 
1. Introduction 
We can find several block impairment metrics in the image and video processing literature, however, only very 
few metrics are no-reference (NR) metrics. The NR-metrics assume no knowledge of the original image when 
estimating the blocking artifacts. Most recently, authors of paper [1] considered eight NR-metrics and presented 
extensive comparison results. They compared the following eight NR-metrics: mean squared difference of slope 
(MSDS) [2], boundary discontinuity metric (BDM) [3], phase correlation (PCM) [4], blocking artifact metric 
(BAM) [5], generalized block impairment metric (GBIM) [6], power spectrum metric (PSM) [7], DCT-step 
metric (DSM) [8] and perceptually significant block impairment metric (PSBIM) [9]. The first metric MSDS 
uses a new concept called “mean square difference slope” which characterizes the level of block-edge artifact as 
a change in the intensity slope along the block boundaries. BDM defines the block-edge artifact using the shape 
of the blocky noise and the discontinuity along the block boundary. The minimum mean square error (MSE) is 
then used to estimate blocking artifacts. PCM uses the phase correlation and defines the block detector metric as 
a ratio between the measure of inter-block and intra-block similarity [4]. BAM is based on the homogeneous 
image regions in the compressed image [5]. GBIM uses the intensity changes along the adjacent block 
boundaries and incorporates contrast masking in the compressed domain. PSM smoothes the power spectrum to 
extract the frequencies associated with the blocking artifact. DSM uses shifted block concept, edge information 
in the DC coefficients of shifted blocks and human visual system (HVS) characteristics. PSBIM generates 
perceptual weights using a stimulus called “gradient image” and then uses these weights to measure the 
blocking artifacts. The experimental results in [ 1] show that the quality metric GBIM performs better than 
others by satisfying most of the expectations that they defined. In recent years significant attention has been 
given to the quality measurement of natural scene images [10,11]. Most importantly natural scene statistics have 
been used in the development of a blind quality metric for JPEG2000 compressed images [12]. This paper 
presents a NR blocking artifacts quantifier (BAQ) for natural scene images and it is presented in Section 2. It 
consists of two units. The first unit measures the visibility of distortions as a combination of blocking artifacts 
and undistorted image edges. This is achieved by using a multi neural channels concept of HVS and the 
standard score (SS) formula. It is discussed in detail in Section 3. The second unit uses bit patterns of the least 
significant bits (LSBs) to identify image regions that are affected by JPEG compression. This process is 
discussed in Section 4. A normalized visually significant blocking artifact metric (VSBAM) is presented in 
Section 5. The proposed VSBAM is compared with GBIM and differential mean opinion scores (DMOS) in 
Section 6. A conclusion is presented in Section 7. 
 
2. Proposed model 
Natural scene images are formed by several groups of pixels that show closely tight relationships in visual 
characteristics such as brightness, contrast and color [11]. Hence a JPEG compressed image displays a 
combination of primary edges, undistorted image edges and blocking artifacts, where blocking artifacts consist 
of distorted image edges and block edges. Hence mathematically we can write 
 
CE = PE + UE + BA and BA = DE + BE 
 
where CE, PE, UE, DE, BE and BA represent edges in a compressed image, primary edges, undistorted edges, 
distorted edges, block-edges and blocking artifacts, respectively. The terms primary, undistorted, distorted and 
block edges are defined as follows: 
 
 Primary edges: The edges that are derived from the DC-only image which is constructed using only DC 
values of iterative blocks of size 8 × 8 pixels as described in [8]. These edges primarily provide global 
description of the image and they are not affected by the compression schemes. 
 
 Undistorted edges: The edges that are not primary edges as well as not affected by the compression scheme. 
These edges primarily provide local description of the image and they are not affected by the compression 
schemes. 
 
 Distorted edges: They are mainly present in high activity areas (such as the image regions with high 
statistical variance) and along the sharp edges (such as high contrast edges). 
 
 Block edges: They are mainly present in less activity areas (such as the image regions with medium or low 
statistical variance) and homogeneous areas (such as the image regions with near zero statistical variance). 
 
The goal of this paper is to estimate PE and UE and then filter them out from CE to obtain an estimate for BA. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed BAQ approach to estimate blocking artifacts. It shows two units that are labeled 
as the visual effect and the physical effect. The visual effect unit has two processes. The first process displays 
both primary and undistorted image edges as well as blocking artifacts. In this process image x is first 
transformed (FFT) into Fourier components X. Then neural channels are generated using different ranges of 
spatial frequencies. Subsequently Fourier components are modified (X') using the standard score (SS) formula in 
Eq. (1). The second process displays primary edges of the input image. The primary edges are detected using 
DC-only image y that is generated using the iterative (shifted) blocks of size 4 × 4 as explained in [8]. The 
image y is transformed into Fourier components Y and then the same SS formula is applied. The modified 
Fourier components are denoted by Y'. In iFFT module, inverse FFT is applied to the absolute difference of X' 
and Y'. The physical effect unit uses the output of iFFT module and the bit patterns in the LSBs of the image x 
to output a BAM. It identifies three types (e.g. see Fig. 2(b)) of bit patterns in the LSBs: (i) blocks with random 
bit patterns (it is called random bit blocks) (ii) blocks with line-like patterns and (iii) homogeneous blocks. It 
uses the knowledge that the original scene images have more random bit blocks than their compressed images. 
Subsequently it considers edges in the image regions with random bit blocks as undistorted and filters them out 
from the output of iFFT module. 
 
3. Effect of SS 
The proposed BAQ is based on the findings in [ 13] that the HVS consists of a number of spatial-frequency 
channels and their outputs are detected independently. In recent years neural channels are defined using blocks 
of neighbor frequencies and combined with divisive normalization to reduce statistical dependencies of local 
image structures [14]. Innovatively, in the proposed BAQ, the neural channels are defined using relative vertical 
and horizontal frequencies and combined with statistical “standard score” formula to reduce statistical 
dependencies of local image structures. 
 
Suppose x(i,j) represents luminance value at (i,j)th pixel of the input image x of size N × N and X(u,w) 
represents its Fourier component at (u,w)th frequency, where u and w represent horizontal and vertical 
frequencies, and 1 ≤ i, j, u, w ≤ N. Then the proposed neural channels approach assumes that wth vertical-
channel consists of all vertical spatial frequencies of the fixed wth horizontal frequency and that wth horizontal-
channel consists of all horizontal spatial frequencies of the fixed wth vertical frequency. That is, the vertical-
channel “w” and the horizontal-channel “w” consist of the following frequencies, respectively: 
 
VFw = {(w, 1), (w, 2), … , (w, N)} and HFw = {(1, w), (2, w), … , (N, w)} 
 
For example, Fig. 2(d) illustrates some of those vertical-channel and horizontal-channel frequencies using 
vertical and horizontal white lines in Fourier domain. Hence the Fourier components (i.e. called channel 
outputs) of these vertical- and horizontal-channel frequencies are selected as follows: 
VSw = {X(w, 1), X(w, 2), … , X(w, N)} and HSw = {X(1, w), X(2, w), … , X(N, w)} 
 
These channel outputs are altered independently assuming every channel w is sensitive to its own spatial 
frequencies. Hence the proposed BAQ uses the SS formula to alter spatial frequencies of a neural channel in 
order to standardize its sensitivity output such that it is independent from other channels. It is evidenced from 
[13] that the HVS contains several neural channels and each channel outputs a range of spatial frequencies. 
Subsequently each Fourier component in the set VSw can be modified as follows (note: similarly Fourier 
component in the set HSw can be modified): 
 
The parameters μw and σw are the mean and the standard deviation of the Fourier components in the set VSw. 
This modification affects the luminance values and provides meaningful edges. Eq. (1) plays a major role in the 
proposed approach as used in the following section (see Eq. (3)) to extract meaningful edges. 
 
4. Effect of compression 
The input image is divided into 8 x 8-pixels blocks to study the effect of JPEG compression on the LSBs of a 
natural scene image. A common property that is found in the original natural scene images used in this paper is 
that more than 91% of the blocks are random bit blocks. For example Fig. 2(a) shows the random bit blocks of 
the original “Biltmore Estate” image. A JPEG compressed version of this image is given in Fig. 2(b). The 
randomness property is tested using the “runs test” approach in [15]. Fig. 2(a) illustrates a large number of 
random bit blocks. The original image is captured using a Canon PowerShot A430 camera. When JPEG 
compression is applied line-like and homogeneous patterns are introduced in LSBs. Fig. 2(c) shows these LSB 
properties. Let us denote the set of random bit blocks by R and the sets of LSB blocks with line-like and 
homogeneity patterns by L and H, respectively. If R represents the ratio between the number of random bit 
blocks and the total number of LSB blocks then R increases proportional to the compression ratio. We use R as 
an estimate to the compression ratio and define a global mask as follows  
 
 
This mask is used to separate blocking artifact (as shown in Eq. (6) later) from the distortions calculated using 
the concept of neural channels with predetermined spatial frequencies. 
 
5. Visual quality metric 
Suppose x(i,j) represents luminance value at (i,j)th pixel of the input image x of size N × N and X(u,w) 
represents its Fourier component at (u,w)th frequency. Similarly, suppose y(i,j) represents luminance value at 
(i,j)th pixel of the DC-only image y and Y(u,w) represents the Fourier component at (u,w)th frequency. We then 
define (using Eq. (1)) vertical blocking artifact with undistorted edges in frequency domain as: 
 
The first and the second terms on the RHS of Eq. (3) are derived from Eq. (1). The first term represents a 
combination of primary and undistorted edges as well as the blocking artifact and the second term represents the 
primary edges. Similarly the horizontal blocking artifact with undistorted edges A2(u,w) can be defined. Then 
the blocking artifacts with undistorted edges in spatial domain is the inverse FFT of (A1(u,w)+A2(u,w))/2 and it 
is denoted by B(i,j) and it is defined as follows: 
b(i, j) = m(i, j)  B(i, j) (6) 
where m(i,j) is the mask defined in Eq. (1) and the operator  represents pixel-by-pixel multiplication. This 
equation is called BAQ. Using this quantifier the following normalized visually significant blocking artifacts 
metric is defined: 
 
The numerator and denominator represent blocking artifacts and, primary and undistorted edges. The main 
motivation behind this metric is to normalize the strength of blocking artifacts between 0 and 1. 
 
6. Subjective tests results 
We have used the analogy of annoying blocking artifacts in Fig. 3 to interpret the results of our experiments. It 
is a simple model for the visual interpretation of the blocking artifacts and it is derived using our observation 
with the LIVE image database [16]. JPEG compression introduces blur and blocking artifacts. These artifacts 
are visible when image quality is low. In this case annoyance of blocking artifact is less effective due to blur 
interference. When image quality is medium, blocking artifacts dominate hence it is visibly annoying. When 
image quality is high, both of these artifacts are invisible. This analogy is validated using the DMOS values of 
JPEG compressed images in the LIVE database. For example, the DMOS values of the “Stream” compressed 
images in LIVE are 64.4151, 75.2790, 63.6490, 52.5575, 29.7388, 21.3458, and 21.0245 with bit rates of 
0.20131, 0.29203, 0.41781, 0.57467, 1.0008, and 1.6833, respectively. It is clear that these DMOS values 
follow the shape of the curve in Fig. 3 as image quality increases. As the next step, we com-pressed the 
“Biltmore Estate” image using JPEG with quantization parameter, indicating 1 as low quality and 31 as high 
quality. This gives us 31 degraded images of “Biltmore Estate” that are adjacent to each other. BAQ values are 
calculated for these 31 compressed images and plotted against image quality increase in Fig. 4. We can clearly 
see that the shape of this graph also follows the theoretical shape of the curve in Fig. 3. Similarly 9 more natural 
scene images (captured using Canon PowerShot A430 camera) were tested and their BAQs also follow the 
shape of the curve in Fig. 3. This is one of the empirical supports to confirm that the proposed BAQ follows the 
subjective (DMOS) interpretation of blocking artifacts. In addition to these 10 natural scene images, we used 
DMOS values of JPEG compressed versions of „„I1: Lighthouse (6)”, „„I2: Stream (6)”, „„I3: Churchcapital 
(5)”, “I4: Flower (6)”, „„I5: House (7)”, „„I6: Buildings (7)” and “I7: Studentsculpture (6)” images in LIVE 
database. Table 1 uses the labels I1–I7 as column headings. The integers in parentheses represent the number of 
compressed images (or number of DMOS values) available for that image. For each set of these images, BAQ 
values are calculated. Then the correlations between these BAQs and their DMOS values are calculated and 
presented in row 2 of Table 1. The high correlation values support that BAQ accurately represents the 
subjective (DMOS) interpretation of blocking artifacts. Next the performance of VSBAM is compared with that 
of GBIM. To achieve this, VSBAM and GBIM values of the same 7 sets (I1–I7) of LIVE images are calculated 
and compared with DMOS values. Table 1 shows the correlations of VSBAM and GBIM with their 
corresponding DMOS values. Over all, the higher correlation values of VSBAM indicate that the VSBAM 
represents subjective (DMOS) interpretation of blocking artifact more accurately than GBIM. Fig. 5 shows the 
average VSBAM values of our 10 natural scene images at each quality level (1–31). It exhibits the range of 
numerical values of VSBAM between 0 and 1 representing a value closer to 1 as high blocking artifacts and a 
value closer to 0 as low blocking artifact. When blocking artifact is high, primary and undistorted edges in the 
denominator of Eq. (7) is the same as block edges. Hence VSBAM is closer to 1. When blocking artifact is low, 
the numerator of Eq. (7) is 0, hence VSBAM is closer to 0. 
      
 
 
7. Conclusion 
A novel approach to quantify visually annoying blocking artifacts and a normalized metric to measure the 
visually significant blocking artifacts are proposed. The advantages of this approach and the metric are that they 
extract visually important blocking artifacts and provide a meaningful bounded range between 0 and 1 for the 
metric. The proposed techniques may have limitations when used with the images (original or lightly com-
pressed images) that do not satisfy LSB bit patterns. The proposed blocking artifact quantifier and the visually 
significant blocking artifact metric can be used for both image and video quality assessment of natural scene 
images. 
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